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A Note from the Editor

Aloha everyone, the Pandemic has not yet ended, but hope & creativity continue to prevail. Our entire Feb

2021Conference was conducted virtually, while Communities and Regions continue our primary purpose.

Some you may find upcoming events page along with website links. As always,we are here

to serve and your input is always appreciated

Sincerely, Phyllis S (APF~News)

Inside

Report from the Chair       Reza
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Qualifications

Articles

● Challenges & suggestions from

Delegates

● A  Beautiful Dream

● The only requirement for......

Did you Know? Muk

Clean time & Anniversaries

Coming Events & Virtual

Meetings

If there is anything you wish to add,
perhaps a clean date, event  or story you

would like to tell , email
newsletter@apfna.org

Introducing our Newly Elected

Admin and  2021 Trusted Servants

David           FD Co-ordinator

Joanne         Womens’ FD

Nita              PR Coordinator

Ash              APF Zonal Delegate

APF Positions to be filled

Are you interested in joining our team of

trusted servants in APF?  Here are the open

positions waiting for that qualified person to fill

● Merchandising Chair

● Newsletter Editor

● Alternate Zonal Delegate

If you are interested you may contact the

currents Chairs of each position or email us:

newsletter@apfna.org

Qualifications and requirements are

posted on page 3 of this issue
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Report from the Chair

Dear Delegates, Trusted Servants, Workgroup
Members, WB & NAWS, Members & Observers,

First of all, I would like to thank you all for the active
participation in the 2021 APF Meeting (Virtual). This is
the first time APF conducted a fully virtual APF
meeting. For some of us it was challenging as there
are several time zones associated. Yet, together we
managed to go to the end of the meeting despite
various challenging situations.

Due to time limitations we could not accommodate all the sessions as we planned. We
sincerely thank Paul (WB) and Jane (NAWS PR Manager) for understanding the challenging
situation and for their support for managing the essential business.

Thanks to the delegates for supporting with your insights to form consensus.

Our sincere thanks to all outgoing Trusted Servants - Amitabh (Outgoing PR Coordinator),
Phyllis (Outgoing Newsletter Editor), Sharon (Outgoing Women’s FD Coordinator),
Mohit(Outgoing Merchandise Chair), Ehsan (Outgoing SP Coordinator) for their relentless
services for APF. Their contributions are invaluable to APF and always be remembered.

Congratulations to newly elected Trusted Servants – David (FD Coordinator), Nita (PR
Coordinator), Joanne (Women’s FD Coordinator) and Ash (Zonal Delegate). Your willingness to
serve and active contributions will surely take APF lots of steps further.

Thanks to all the members who sincerely observe our meeting throughout the time. Your
participations are always valued to us and we hope to create more ways for engagement in
the future.

This is the first time we used an online application for voting for electing trusted servants and
for one instance things didn’t go as planned. This was a significant learning curve for us. We
look forward to improving issues in the coming sessions.
In loving Service

Reza A
APF Chairperson

________________
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Qualifications for Open Service Positions/Please note, this is to give you a basic

idea.  If you require information regarding above then please email us:

apfadmin@apfna.org

Merchandise Chair:

● Attend all APFCNA meetings
● Chair and coordinate subcommittee meeting
● Prepare electronic reports in advance of all meetings
● Participate in discussions at APFCNA meetings
● Work closely with APFCNA committee and Treasurer in particular.
● Get all required approval from APFCNA committee before proceeding to any merchandise

decision. Prepare a work schedule for onsite volunteers to service auction/raffles/event
access

● Submit merchandise ideas for sale to APFCNA committee meeting for final approval
● Be mindful of budget and work closely with Secretary/Treasurer
● Working with Registration Point Person, recommend to APFCNA a wish list of items desired to

be included in the Registration package
● Prepare and disseminate merchandising policy after getting it approved from

Newsletter Editor:

● Must be at least 5 years clean;
● Must have NA service experience;
● May or may not be an APF delegate / representative;
● Is familiar with APF activities;
● Have a good working knowledge of the Traditions and Concepts of NA;
● Have good written communication skills;
● Have good english skills;
● Have good computer skills and has access to the internet;
● Is accessible for regular communication with APF committee members between meetings;
● Is able to work as part of a team; and
● Is not required to attend the annual APF meeting.

APF Zonal Delegate Alt:

● Position requires 5 years of continuous cleantime
● Belongs to a Country or Region that is not seated.
● English speaking
● Assist ZD gather conscience of APF for WSC
● Assist in CAT / CAR presentations
● Attend WSC in person or virtually
● Attend WSC Webinars
● Make themselves aware of current NAWS events, publications and status.
● Upon vote of confidence the ZD Alt will become the ZD.
● Positions combined require a 4 year commitment

________________
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REPORT ON THE CHALLENGES FACED BY APF COMMUNITIES AND

SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS

The global pandemic has been a very challenging time for

all our communities, with different communities facing up

to these challenges in unique ways. Together, we could

pool our resources and share our experiences to tackle

these challenges and to carry the message to the

still-suffering addict.

Let us take a brief look at the challenges that were

discussed on Day 1 of the virtual Feb 2021 APF meeting,

Region-wise:

● U.A.E.

The biggest challenge involved non-English speaking members, many of whom feel

excluded from service meetings which are usually conducted in English. The

question asked was how could they be more inclusive in their service meetings?

Some of the suggested solutions included inviting speakers of different language

groups to the service meetings, getting help from bilingual members, and to include

a translation feed.

On the issue of low representation from the LGBTQIA community and women, the

suggestions offered were reaching out to both communities via the sponsorship

route and the development of a meeting format to keep everyone safe.

● Malaysia

The fellowship faced a challenge with resistance to the online meetings amongst

experienced members in the early days. Newcomers seemed to be doubtful of the

efficacy of online meetings. Several possible solutions were offered including holding

Speaker Jams, coming early, and staying late so as to chat with members and keep

them updated, and offering encouragement to newcomers. It was also suggested

that the groups should seek assistance from the ASCs who could discuss the issues

and come up with solutions.
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● Maldives

The region faced challenges such as low 7th Tradition collections, lack of experienced

members attending meetings coupled with a lack of commitment to service.

Membership retention was also a problem.

Solutions offered were to collect 7th Tradition contributions digitally, suggesting to

members that they could use a dial-up connection for zoom and to call guest

speakers to share at meetings.

● Bahrain

Their main challenge centred on not being able to conduct H&I and PR meetings. It

was suggested that the Areas invite rehabs to virtual meetings and to set up virtual

H&I meetings with rehabs. They could also send meeting lists electronically, hotline

numbers, and service material to various institutions. For PR it was suggested to

develop PSAs and send literature wherever needed.

● Japan

The main challenge faced was that of incorporating the Japanese fellowship and the

issues regarding the sale of literature and taxation that stem from this. Suggested

solutions included asking for help from regions that had negotiated these challenges

successfully. It was also felt that attending regional PR events might help.

Gathered from the Delegates reports

Sunil K ~apf newsletter

________________
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A Beautiful Dream

Hi, my name is Top, and I'm a

grateful recovering addict from Bangkok,

Thailand. I went to my first meeting on

September 6, 2010. And through the

grace of my Higher Power, the love I

receive and learned to give myself and

others, I'm clean for 10 years seven

months for the first time in my entire life.

In November 2010, I remember still very shaken and terrified of life, I

went to my first convention in the South of Thailand. At the end of the convention

I was asked to read Just for Today, in Thai. I had to Google it and as my legs were

shaking, I got up on the podium, looked down at all the faces and broke down

and cried. It took a while to finish as the tears kept pouring down. The whole

room was full of complete strangers, some were crying with me. Identifying with

the fear mixed with hope, some were on their feet telling me “keep coming

back, keep coming back”. The sound was so big like claps of thunder echoing

in my heart, then the love, the hugs that come after.What's so incredible is that I

have never felt so loved and wanted in all of my life.

I desire for Thai addicts to find what I have found. My sponsor told me

that I need to start translating the literature, and with the help of other addicts,

the LTC* began to form. I have stayed clean because of translation which is the

major part of my recovery. Over the years it has become my higher power, my

love and my passion. Today the Basic text is translated and printed. Just for

Today is next to be printed, while the step working guide is being finished with

translation. There are Thai meetings everyday, literatures being read, serenity

prayer being prayed, all in my own language.

This is a beautiful dream that came true. Thank you so much to the LTC

team, you are my dream team and I'm grateful for all of you. Thank you for

keeping this addict clean.

Top
Thailand

*Literature Translation Committee)
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ฝนัที�สวยงาม

สวสัดทีกุคน ฉนัชื�อตอ๊บ และฉนัคอืผูต้ดิยาเสพตดิที�กาํลงัฟื� นสภาพอยา่งซาบซึ�ง

ใจคนหนึ�งจาก กรงุเทพฯ

ฉนัเขา้รว่มการประชุมคร ั�งแรก เมื�อวนัที� 6 กนัยายน 2553 และดว้ยความ

ชว่ยเหลอืจากสิ�งศกัด ิ�สทิธิ�อนัย ิ�งใหญ ่ผา่นความรกัที�ฉนัไดร้บัและเรยีนรูท้ ี�จะมอบ

ตอ่แกค่นอื�น ฉนัไดป้ลอดยามา 10ปี 4 เดอืน (เป็นคร ั�งแรกในชวีติฉนั)

เมื�อเดอืนพฤศจกิายน 2553 ฉนัยงัจาํไดว้า่ยงัส ั�นเทาและหวาดกลวัชวีติ เมื�อฉนัได้

เขา้รว่มงานประชุมใหญค่ร ั�งแรก ทางภาคใตข้องประเทศไทย

ในชว่งทา้ยการประชุม ฉนัถกูขอใหอ้า่นบทความสาํหรบัวนันี�เป็นภาษาไทย ฉนั

ตอ้ง กเูกิ�ลหาคาํแปล ขาของฉนัส ั�นขณะยนืที�เวทมีองลงมายงัหนา้คนมากมาย

แลว้ก็รอ้งไห้

บทความอาจส ั�นแตก่ารอา่นน ั�นใชเ้วลานานเพราะนํ �าตาที�ไหลไมข่าดสาย ในหอ้ง

ที�เต็มไปดว้ยคนแปลกหนา้ที�รอ้งไหก้บัฉนัเพราะเขาก็คน้พบความกลวัปนความ

หวงัในตวัเองมากอ่นเชน่กนั หรอื บางคนลกุขึ�นยนืตะโกน “กลบัมาอกี กลบัมา

อกี” เสยีงตะโกนน ั�นดงักงัวานมากจนเหมอืนเสยีงพายสุะทอ้นในหวัใจฉนั

ตามมาดว้ยความรกั และออ้มกอดมากมาย ตอนน ั�นฉนัรูส้กึวา่มคีนรกัและตอ้งการฉนัอยา่งไมเ่คยรูส้กึมากอ่น

ในชวีติ มนัคอืแรงผลกัดนั ของฉนัที�จะใหผู้เ้สพตดิชาวไทยไดพ้บสิ�งที�ฉนัเจอ ผูส้นบัสนนุฉนัจงึบอกใหฉ้นัแปล

หนงัสอื

ผา่นการชว่ยเหลอืของผูต้ดิยาคนอื�น คณะกรรมการแปลหนงัสอืประเทศไทยจงึเกดิขึ�น ฉนัปลอดยาไดเ้พราะ

การแปลคอืสว่นสาํคญัในการฟื� นสภาพของฉนั ตลอดหลายปีที�ผา่นมามนักลายเป็นสิ�งศกัด ิ�สทิธิ�, พลงั และ

แรงใจของฉนั

วนันี�หนงัสอืคูม่อืหลกัไดถ้กูตพีมิพแ์ลว้และสาํหรบัวนันี�จะเป็นเลม่ตอ่ไป คูม่อืฝึกหลกัปฏบิตัไิดถ้กูแปลแลว้ การ

ประชุมไทยมทีกุวนั บทความถกูอา่น บทแหง่ความสงบถกูภาวนา ท ั�งหมดในภาษาของฉนั

ท ั�งหมดนี�คอืความฝนัที�กลายเป็นจรงิ ขอบคณุคณะกรรมการการแปลทกุคนคอืทมีงานในฝนั ฉนัขอบคณุทกุ

คน ขอบคณุที�ชว่ยใหผู้ต้ดิยาคนนี�ยงัปลอดยา

Thank you 🏽 so much .

_______________
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The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop using

Coming to Narcotics Anonymous is really the

beginning of finally belonging.  From living lives

separated from everything but our disease, we have

begun a journey of finding a connection that nothing

else has given us. Our first experience of this ‘sense of

being a part of something’ is found in our third

tradition – The only requirement for membership is a

‘desire’ to stop using.

Tradition 3 makes Narcotics anonymous perhaps one

of the most unique memberships to be found anywhere. Although each of us

individually considers our membership of NA, no one ever really confirms it for

us. We only come to renew on a daily basis because desire, the only

requirement for membership in Narcotics Anonymous is quite literally about just

showing up at the doors of recovery, everyday

‘Desire’ is also as we know, the only requirement for those still searching for

freedom from active addiction. Seeing members show up at meeting rooms for

days, months and sometimes even years looking to break their cycle of

addiction is that desire. Even if they lack conviction and are still looking for

their first day clean. Very often, for these members, their sense of belonging in

Narcotics Anonymous is  an acknowledgement of their desire.

The essence of this tradition does not just apply to those new to the fellowship. It

is equally relevant for those of us who lose our way, as we sometimes do, without

giving into the primary symptom of our disease. At such times we remind

ourselves that we have a disease and our ‘desire for recovery’ is the only

requirement.

In Narcotics Anonymous we are all equal in what qualifies us as addicts, in our

need for recovery and to belong on a daily basis. We keep coming back

regardless of where we are in the journey from desire to surrender.

Sahil S

Bombay (Mumbai)  India

________________
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At least three of the communities

submitting reports shared about the

mix of languages in their fellowship.

SOSNA (India) provides recovery

opportunities in 8 languages: Bengali,

Hindi, India Nepali, Kannada, Marathi,

Oriya, Punjabi, Tamil. Singapore

provides recovery opportunities in 4 languages: Chinese, English, Malay, Tamil.

UAE also provides recovery opportunities in 4 languages: Arabic, English, Farsi,

Nepali.

At least two of the communities submitting reports shared about severe Covid-19

impacts. Maldives and Malaysia. Others reported some stresses in adjusting like

the rapid institution of online meetings, the loss of face-to-face personal

support, the special challenge all this presented to newcomers, H&I/PI activities,

literature sale and distribution, fund flow adaptations. Other communities, like

Singapore, Hawaii and Aotearoa seem to be thriving.

Some communities, like Nepal and Thailand, spoke about challenges associated

with geography as meetings tended to serve centralized populations making NA

less available in their rural or island areas. Other communities, like Singapore

and Bahrain, shared about how being small eliminated some problems.

Several communities emphasized diversity challenges: Iran and Pakistan North

wrote about challenges in making recovery available to women. UAE provided

us with general population diversity information—the country is more than 25%

Indian, 12% Emirati, 12% Pakistani, 6% Filipino, 4% Egyptian 40% Other—to

help us understand the complexities of growing a fellowship within an

international community.

Two communities mentioned special difficulties arising from government

policies not associated with Covid-19. In Nepal, for instance, their website was

shut down as their government and internet providers worked out what was and

what was not permissible. In Nepal also customs policies require significant cash

outlays for shipped literature. In UAE the process of government recognition is

slow. Until this is resolved, meeting spaces cannot be rented legally so

face-to-face NA meetings must be held in places like coffee shops.

Muk H
________________
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Clean Dates ~ April to September

April
18 April 1996 Joanne N Dubai, UAE

May
01 May 2005 Hasib Y Bangladesh
17 May 1999 Mahmoud B Iran

June
05 June 1991 Tim S Australia
08    “     1992 Sharon H (“Muk”) USA
09 June 1995 Ronnie Philippines
15    “     2016 Azlan
18     “    2006 Xueli China
21 June 1994 Irfan Pakistan
21    “     1979 Phyllis S Hawai’i
25 June 1990 Deb Aotearoa NZ

July
04 July 2001 Reza A Bangladesh
25 July 2004 Sharon K Aotearoa NZ
28 July 2008 Choney Bhutan

August
05 August 2001 Sajal R Bangladesh

September
1 September 2002 Pankaj G Nepal
01 September 2002 David T Australia
10 September 2012 Ahmad J Pakistan  (North Region)
12 September 2003 Dondee N Luzon Area - Philippines
22 September 2013 Zaiman Singapore
26 September 2007 Mohit A Bangladesh

If you wish to share your MileStone in our newsletter, email:
newsletter@apfna.org

________________
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Upcoming Events & Virtual Meetings

Maldives Malaysia

Philippines EDM
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Stepping Up International

Online Meeting of Narcotics Anonymous

We meet DAILY (7 days a week)

at the Same Time and Zoom ID:

Zoom 882 7980 2271

Password stepup

7:30 AM AEST 11:30 AM HST

2:30 PM PDT 5:30 PM EDT

(Check Virtual NA for accurate times through the year.)

We are out of Melbourne, Australia, and supported by addicts in Australia, the US, and Europe.
Our intention is for this meeting to continue after the pandemic!!!!!

We are in need of support including opportunities for service: Hosts, Co-Hosts, &
Back-Up Hosts. Please Join Us

____________________

Australia
For the most up to date details please visit the Australian Regional website events page at:

Online Meetings - Narcotics Anonymous Australia
https://www.na.org.au

Hawai’i
For the most up to date details please visit the Hawai’i Regional website at:
www.na-hawaii.org

India
For the most up to date details please visit the India Regional website at:
www.naindia.in

APF Country Website Links
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www.na-bali.org http://www.nasingapore.org

www.nacambodia.com www.na-thailand.org

www.saudina.org http://nakorea.org/

http://www.nakuwait.org https://www.nachina.co

For future issues, if you wish your event to be posted, contact :
newsletter@apfna.org

Just in case you just can’t find an open virtual meeting

Lest We Forget
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